10:30 AM  Doors open for poster viewing

12:00-12:20  Announcements

- Kevin Roozen welcomes guests and recognizes and thanks planning committee
- Stephanie Vie advertises the writing major, minor, and certificate
- Mark Hall advertises the writing center and solicits applications
- Matt Bryan advertises *Stylus*

12:30-1:15  Student Panel: Researching Academic Disciplines

*Faculty Moderator: Vanessa Calkins*

- Tristan Turkki: “The Evolution of Nurse Anesthesia” (Teacher: Vanessa Calkins)
- Paige Preston: “Looking Through the Semiotic Lens: Rhetorical Sponsors of Civic Engagement in Cyberpublics” (Teacher: Scott Launier)

1:30-2:15  Student Panel: Exploring Genres of Social Media, Fiction, and Verse

*Faculty Moderator: Melissa Ringfield*

- Annaka Skavnes: “Fictional Friendships and Their Effect on Socialization” (Teacher: Jacob Stewart)
- Jennifer Andersen-Peters: “Charitable YouTube Discourse: Markiplier and the Elements of Online Communication” (Teacher: Melissa Ringfield)
- Samantha Glaser: “The Literacy Journey Of Harry Potter: A Study In Versatile Sponsorship Via Multimedia” (Teacher: Jacob Stewart)
- Casiana Aponte: “Elements of a Storm: The Rhetoric Behind a 7th Grade Poem” (Teacher: Adele Richardson)

2:30-3:15  Student Panel: Returning Voices: Perspectives of Previous Showcase Panelists

*Faculty Moderator: Jake Stewart*

- Tiffany Gagnon, Public Administration major
- Komysha Hassan, double-major: Writing & Rhetoric / Political Science, Pre-Law Track
- James Palmer, Industrial Engineering major

3:30-4:00  Awards Ceremony

- Introduction and DWR announcements, Dr. Elizabeth Wardle, Writing and Rhetoric Chair
- Recognition for Publication in *Stylus: A Journal of First-Year Writing*, Composition Director Dr. Kevin Roozen and *Stylus* Editor Matt Bryan
- Recognition for Best Displays, College of Arts and Humanities Dean Dr. José Fernandez
- Presentation of The John C. Hitt Prize for Excellence in First-Year Writing, President Dr. John C. Hitt

**Wednesday, February 3, 2016**